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Session One: Video Notes

This series will help you follow your ___________________ while using your
______________________.

The difference between acting like a jerk and being a jerk is a persistent
resistance to _______________.
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Personal changes require __________________, motivation, new
information/a plan, and a willingness to persist with working at
change over time.

Staying in the safe zone in your relationship as depicted on the
RAM means that you do not let one level get higher than the ones
to its _______________.
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Discuss as a group:

1. In this series, we will talk about how to develop
habits for healthy relationships, both now and in
the future. What are some qualities of a good
relationship and a good friend?

2. Good relationships do not just happen. What
do you think it means to “be intentional” in your
relationships? Can you think of some examples?

3. Why is it important for dating relationships to
have the qualities of good friendships, and dating
partners to have the qualities of a good friend?

Now play segment 1 (00:00-05:45)
4. Share what you hope to gain out of this series?

5. Although we have all acted like a jerk now
and then, there are some people who are really
difficult to be with in a relationship. What are some
characteristics of a person that is difficult to get along
with?

Now play segment 2 (05:45-11:36)
6. Have small groups each take one of the questions
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in the Relationship Growth section from the Three
Red Flags (pg 23-24). After their discussion of that
question, have them share their ideas with the others.

7. The primary difference between acting like a jerk and being a jerk is
a persistent resistance to change. Some people are just unwilling to
admit a problem or change. The Bible gives lots of advice about how
to deal with difficult people. Choose one of the examples below, and
then discuss how you would put into practice one of the relationship
principles from Scripture and what would be your expectations of
change.
• You find out that your friend’s boyfriend or girlfriend has cheated
• You see your friend or dating partner act very rude to another
person
• Your friend (or someone you are dating) tells a lie
• You have a friend (or are dating someone) who easily gets their
feelings hurt in their other relationships, and then withdraws
Speak the truth in love (Ephesians 4:15, NIV).
Make allowance for each other’s faults (Colossians 3:13, NLT).
Forgive anyone who offends you (Colossians 3:13, NLT).
If it is possible, as far as it depends on you, live at peace
with everyone (Romans 12:18 NIV).
Leave the presence of a fool (Proverbs 14:7, NIV).
Do not be fooled, “bad friends, ruin good habits.”
(1 Corinthians 15:33, ERV).

Now play segment 3 (11:36-20:19)
8. We want you to become comfortable interacting with the RAM chart.
Let’s begin with your relationship with God. The first relationship bond
of “know” from the RAM is described in the following verse. Read the
verse out loud and then discuss the two follow-up questions.

But whatever were gains to me I now consider loss for the sake of Christ.
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What is more, I consider everything a loss because of the surpassing

worth of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord, for whose sake I have lost all
things. I consider them garbage, that I may gain Christ. (Philippians 3:7-8,
NIV).
•

What are some things you do to grow in how you know God?

•

Why do you think it is difficult to trust God without knowing Him?

9. Now, let’s get practical with the RAM in the relationships you see and
experience every day. Take out your RAM chart, and place and discuss
where you think all of the sliders might be in each of these relationship
scenarios:
•

You are spending time with someone new (friend or dating
interest) and quickly learn you both have the same interests.

•

While working on a project with someone you do not know well,
they keep confiding in you about very personal things.

•

You have been messaging someone online and he/she asks you to
meet in person.

•

Two characters in the show you’re watching on tv meet at the bar
and go home to sleep together.

•

You friend gets into a new relationship and after just a couple of
weeks, drops out of everyone’s life and spends all their time with
that person.

•

You start a new friendship or dating relationship with someone
who has lots of family problems.

10. How do you think relationships (especially dating) would be different
if people followed the safe-zone principle of not letting one of the
relationship bonds get higher than the ones to its left? And Which level
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of the RAM are you prone to move up too fast?

Now play segment 4 (20:19-30:20)
11. When you think of how you are in your relationships and how you

get to really know someone, which of the three T’s (talk, togetherness
and time) do you want to do better, and why? Write your goals below:

What I am going to do to talk more with God
is____________________________
What I am going to do to spend more time with God
is____________________________
Choose one important relationship in your life and set some
relationship goals:
I will improve the ways I talk with___________________
by___________________
I will spend my time together with___________________ in better ways
by___________________

Add some spark
Write one thing about yourself that you hope
never changes, regardless of who you are
around or with.
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Session One:
Summary
This series will help you guard your heart by building safe
and healthy relationships, while engaging your head by
exploring the best predictors of what someone will be like
in a long-term relationship. A disclaimer: If you are not in a
relationship, then this is actually the best time to prepare,
and even if you have no intention of becoming involved
in a serious relationship, this series will help you to help
others!
A common misconception is that all you have to do is trust and wait
because God will lead you to the right person. However, you must do your
part in selecting a partner and building a healthy relationship. In fact, even
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your relationship with God is a collaboration (see Philippians 2:12-13).

And another disclaimer; there are potential partners that are, well — to
be blunt, jerks and jerkettes (see Van Epp’s book, How to Avoid Falling
in Love with a Jerk, for more information). They are selfish, narcissistic,
controlling, liars … and on and on. Basically, a jerk is just slang for a
“fool” - and there are many warnings in the Bible about getting into a
relationship with a fool (see Proverbs 14:7-9).

However; if we’re honest, we have all acted like a jerk now and then.
But the primary difference between acting like a jerk and being a jerk
is the persistent resistance to change. Jerks, and difficult people in
general, have some serious issues that they just don’t change. Even
though change is possible, it doesn’t happen without insight,
personal motivation, some new information about what right
looks like and a determination to persist working at change over
time. Your relationship can only be as healthy as the least healthy
partner.

A healthy relationship also requires that you intentionally pace how
you develop each of the five bonds described in the Relationship
Attachment Model (RAM). For instance, you get to know a partner
through talking, being together in various situations and moods,
and spending enough time to see the real person and their habits/
patterns (the three T’s).

The RAM portrays the major connections that comprise your
relationship, and you must be thoughtful about how far you go in

relationship … and that is to not let any of the levels of the RAM exceed
a level to its left.
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each of those areas. There is an intuitive safe zone for building a new

Relationship Growth: Session One
God wants you to know how to guard your heart while using your head.
In the Old Testament, Solomon was praised by God for requesting wisdom
when he could have asked for riches and honor (2 Chronicles 1:8-12). There
is discernment and wisdom that God will give you for choosing friends, a
dating partner, and ultimately choosing who you will marry.

A starting point is to acknowledge that not everyone is good relationship
material! The Bible frequently warns us to be careful of forming tight
relationships with fools — someone who has issues that they overtly or
subtly refuse to fix. Proverbs 14:7 (NIV) states it bluntly, Stay away from a
fool.

There are three red flags for those who will be difficult to be with in a
relationship: a lack of self-awareness and insight, weak emotional controls
and poorly developed relationship skills. Here are questions that when
answered, will help you to have greater discernment to identify these red
flags.
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1. Why is it important to see yourself from another
person’s perspective?

2. What are some warning signs of someone who
lacks this ability, or who just doesn’t care about what
another person thinks of them?

3. What are some emotions that are important to have
a healthy control over?

4. How would you recognize a person who is
emotionally immature? Closed-off? Self-centered?
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5. Why do some people seem to have good relationship skills in the
beginning, but as time goes on, they seem to not practice those skills
anymore?

6. The RAM was introduced as a way for you to understand the major
connections that comprise your relationships. But it also helps you to
have a relationship tracker to identify where you are and how fast you are
developing the different bonds of your relationship. Use the RAM chart to
represent how you typically build your relationship at three time periods:

R.A.M.

• How I pace my relationship in
the first three weeks
• How I pace my relationship
in the first three months

Relationship Attachment Model
KNOW

TRUST

RELY

COMMIT

TOUCH

• How I pace my relationship
by the end of the first year

7. Set three goals for how you can pace a relationship in order to stay in the
safe zone and guard your heart while using good discernment.

1.

2.
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